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President’s Desk
Dear Friends,
The ever increasing pandemic has disrupted the lives of people,
businesses, & freedom of movement beyond imagination.
I sincerely put my heartfelt condolences to the families of those who
lost their loved ones.
In the current circumstances our activities have slowed down.
Our MC meetings have been online. The various courses that we conduct are missing.
Although now we have decided to hold them online during our last MC meeting.
However, having said this, I feel there is more opportunity in package production than
ever before.
As we move forward, we need to adopt an agile approach to do business in the ‘new
normal’ conditions. We need to think creatively & bring new ideas to reach out to the
customer.
Last but not the least, I pray almighty for safety of our all members, wishing them good
health & great spirits to go ahead in these difficult times.

Warm Regards,

Kirtikumar Gandhi , President

Western India Corrugated Box
Manufacturers’ Association
138, Mittal Indl. Estate no.3,
M. Vasanji Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai – 400 059.
Tel: +91 2850 0687 / 6716
Email: wicma@wicma.com
Web: www.wicma.com
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Editorial
At the outset I regret for delay in
releasing this issue of Magazine.
Primarily due to our efforts in reverting
to print issue, which was still not
feasible due to partially operating Press.
This nice-sounding year 2020 has become
a defining year of sorts in our lives
The Covid-19 pandemic is the deadliest outbreak in
our living memory. The world has neither seen such a
widespread shut down in mobility nor witnessed such
a sudden economic slump.
This said, there is quantum jump in E-commerce &
Packaging Industry as a result in a post Covid World.
Capturing this opportunity, however, requires the right
resources, information & we through Industry Insight will
deliver to our best possible, for the benefit of members

Mr. Sanat Thakkar

Sanat Thakkar - Editor

By Noel D'Cunha

The call for Atmanirbhar or self-reliant India is a step in the right direction. Still,
the top brands which consumers prefer and the print industry relies on for their
equipment needs, are all international players.
Is there an alternative? Read on...

SELF RELIANT

Should India go local for the sake of it ?

Campaign Asia-Pacific and Nielsen released Asia's Top
1,000 Brands report – and Samsung has once again
The idea of Atmanirbhar,
been crowned the top brand, its ninth straight year
winning the top slot.
is to identify & promote
India's Top100 brands were also announced. The not-so- brands & businesses that
good news for Brand India is: there are very few local
have the potential to
brands that are visible in the list.
Like the rest of Asia, Samsung continued its dominance in scale up & be globally
India, too, for one more year. Nestle (second), LG (third)
competitive, not to secure
and Sony (fourth) retained their positions. The only local
brand Amul made it to the top five, at the expense of the protection from
other local brand in the top five last year, Ola. Ola
competing with
remained in the top 10 at number seven. Sandwiched
international brands in
between the two local players was global tech major
Apple, at number six. Philips, Google and Big Bazaar
the domestic market.
completed the top 10.
The pandemic and subsequent China’s Galwan Valley
incursion has resulted in a call for Atmanirbhar Bharat or selfreliant India. The slogan has gained ground. But reality is a
leveller. It is interesting to note that the next local brand on
India's top 100 brands list comes at number 21, Patanjali. The
brand could see a further dent in its ranking considering that
it’s been in the news for the Covid cure (Coronil).
The other big development in Asia's Top 1,000 Brands has seen
Jio slip five places from number 30 to 35. Since the study was
conducted, the tech company from Reliance Industries has got a
slew of investments from global tech players like Google
(ranked nine) and Facebook (ranked 41) and also announced
the launch of several local products such as JioMeet, JioGlass
and a low priced smartphone. All this could result in a higher
placing in next year’s rankings.
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The China conundrum
Meanwhile there’s a clamour of getting rid of imported
Chinese products, but getting rid of them in one shot will be near
impossible.
Many pundits in the graphic arts industry as well as some others,
concur. My colleague ShapurKotwal from Autocar India, says,
“One reason for this is the sheer volume of trade and
dependence on Chinese part makers. Currently, anywhere
between 10 and 20 percent of the parts in most Indian cars
originate in some form or the other from China.” China also
leads when you look at the origin of imports, with up to 26% of
our imported components and around four billion dollars
worthof items sourced from there. For perspective, South Korea
is second at 13%, followed by Germany at 12.

SELF RELIANT

Kotwal says, “While Indian component makers mostly manufacture their parts locally, essential
sub-assemblies and smaller components are often imported – things like circuit boards, screens,
ECUs, sensors, wiring harnesses, connectors and even some important engine parts.” This is
primarily because the Chinese have the scale to reduce the costs of many of these parts, and, in
some cases, they also have manufacturing technology we don’t possess.
The print industry view about India vs China
A packaging company in Indore was of the opinion that barring a few raw material and
software, most of its equipment are imported. “I think it has a lot to do with quality,
maintenance and longevity,” he said, not wanting to be named.
According to the Indore-based packager, there are a few Indian packaging converting
equipment manufacturers, whose machines do deliver quality. “But when it comes to speed
and quality, consistently, demanded by our customers, we have to move to the premium
segment,” he says.
BS Kampani, CMD of Young Concepts India, says, it’s an emphatic no such abrupt localisation.
“We can boast of anything and we want to give an advertising binge or a sense of pride but in
an environment where the benchmarking of technology is low and lack of consumer
expectation is non-existent, it is tough.”
Our apprehensions of taking a middle path in setting the benchmark of technology could be
because the benchmarking authorities have not mastered the best practices to adapt the
topmost technology in the future.
A lot of inputs for the print industry come through the import route of hardware and raw
materials in India, which has been able to set benchmarks of quality. “So I would not
support localisation for the sake of localisation
A very senior global CEO remarked on plastic ban in India as being more politically driven than
realistic driven by knowledge & alternatives
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So if we ban something we should also be able to give
alternatives through our technologist’s opinion rather than
politicians. Amitabh Luthra of Printers Supply Company agree
with the Indore-based packager that the print industry depends on imported inputs, primarily
because of the lack of availability of similar quality in India. But once the Indian manufacturer
ramps up their skill and processes to provide the same level of confidence in quality at par
with the manufacturers from the rest of the world, like TechNova, Manugraph, Welbound,
Pratham, Maxima or Autoprint, to name a few, and a good number of papers mills, have made
in their own ways, there is no reason why we should not go local.
“However, this could be in collaboration with foreign manufacturers, which will provide them
access to a much lower cost of manufacturing ecosystem,” says Luthra.
Local for the sake of local
While the call for an Atmanirbhar Bharat may
be a step in the right direction, but should we
jump right in, or do it in a phased manner?
Returning to Campaign Asia-Pacific– India’s Top
100 Brands; brandexperts state that while going
local is the correct option, with only three
Indian brands (Amul, Ola and Big Bazaar) among
the top 20 in our ranking of India's top 100
brands, local brands in India have a long way to
go if prime minister Narendra Modi’s vision of
an Atmanirbhar Bharat (self-reliant India) is to
Malani says. "This has been made more
be achieved. MullenLowe Lintas Group’s chief
strategy officer, S Subramanyeswar, states that a and more acute during this crisis, it is now
of strategic importance to build selflot of the foreign brands in the top 10 have a
sufficiency where possible in as many
lifetime share with consumers in the country,
not just market share. The idea of Atmanirbhar, areas as possible.”
Malani gives the example of Jio and how
in Subramanyeswar's mind, is to identify and
Reliance Industries, a local player in the
promote brands and businesses that have the
market has looked to partner with global
potential to scale up and be globally
brands by getting investments from
competitive, not to secure protection from
Facebook and Google and collaborating to
competing with international brands in the
improve its products.
domestic market.
MA Parthasarathy, CEO of Mindshare
PoranMalani, director of operations at S4
South Asia, echoes Malani’s point of view
Capital India, says that while the policy of
and adds that Indian brands will have to
Atmanirbhar Bharat has been brought
work toward making a difference in
about and accelerated due to Covid, the
customers' lives in order to be among the
trend was to look local long before that.
top brands, rather than just resting on the
"It was about re-designing supply chains
laurels of being local.
and production and not rely[ing] so much
on the intra-national organisations which
have taken a hit over the last five years,"

SELF RELIANT

Source: https://www.printweek.in/
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by Morgan Housel

LEARNING

What Have We Learned Here?

A few things revealed in recent months.
Most businesses operate on razor-thin margins. Financial advisors recommend people have a sixmonth emergency fund. But many businesses faced bankruptcy after losing a few weeks of sales.
This is less about poor preparation and more about revealing the tightrope walk of business
operations. Some of the lowest-paid workers are the most essential. Garbage collectors, janitors,
grocery store clerks, food delivery, truck drivers, farmers, day-care providers – with few exceptions
(doctors) the jobs that are most vital during a pandemic are ones that got little respect before it.
The two most important economic stories are the size of the business collapse and the magnitude of
the stimulus. It’s easy to focus on the former because it’s personal and devastating while ignoring
the latter because it’s political and hard to contextualize. But they are equally huge. Despite 15%
unemployment, Goldman Sachs estimates household income will be higher in Q2 2020 than it was in
Q2 2019, largely because of stimulus.
No business model or investing strategy is proven until it
survives a calamity. Even then, nothing’s guaranteed. I
don’t think we’ll hear the words “recession proof” after
this.
Done right, forecasting is a delicate balance of
probabilities. But people want certainty, especially when
the stakes are high. The people who make forecasting
models probably have less faith in their accuracy than
those who read them, if only because things like
confidence intervals are rarely discussed in the media.
Opposite outcomes currently seem equally plausible. So
whatever happens to the economy it will look obvious in
hindsight.

History is only interesting because nothing is inevitable. The
biggest lesson from the last few months is that whatever your view of the future is,
it’s probably wrong. Things change in ways people can’t imagine at times they never
considered.
Source: www.collaborativefund.com
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NATURE INSPIRED

NATURE INSPITED PACKAGING

https://www.coroflot.com/
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General Dividers

Hygiene Station

INNOVATIONS

Corrugated Cardboard :
Pandemic Related Products-I

Table-Top Screens

Cepac , leading Corrugator based in U.K. has developed
3-Products: the Hygiene Station, General Divider & Table-Top Screen, Plain or
digitally or flexo printed, for social distancing. Are delivered flat-packed & are
easy to erect. They are in current standard design form.
Source: https://www.cepac.co.uk/

Building
Distance
Learning
Essentials with
Corrugated
With millions of students across the country forced to shift to study at home, the race is on to get
essential resources to those without access. As other industries work to provide online learning
access, the paper and packaging sector is uniquely placed to provide analog tools like writing
equipment and pop-up corrugated workspaces. Leading the charge, the Paper & Packaging : How
Life Unfolds® campaign has launched a joint partnership to provide students with desks for a
steady, dedicated learning space. In partnership with sustainable design house Go Karton, the pilot
program will donate 200 lightweight, recyclable cardboard desks to families of the Boys & Girls
Club of Harlem community in New York City.
Source: https://www.howlifeunfolds.com/
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INNOVATIONS

Corrugated Cardboard :
Pandemic Related Products-II
Recent studies have shown that the virus that causes Covid-19 has a shorter life span on
corrugated than on other materials such as steel and plastic.

Smurfit Kappa has launched a new ‘Design for Help’ portfolio of products to help
alleviate some of the current challenges being experienced during the Covid-19
pandemic.
Products in Smurfit Kappa’s ‘Design for Help’ portfolio include:
• Corrugated beds for temporary hospitals and isolation spaces
• A range of protective face masks
• Temporary furniture including shelves and tables
These designs are all freely available for all & they will continue to add other useful solutions
to our ‘Design for Help’ portfolio in the coming weeks.”

Cardboard
workspace dividers
are designed to
support social
distancing in the
workplace.
FEATURES:
Workspace dividers are free
standing
Standard and bespoke designs
available
Can be printed to reinforce safety
messages and procedures
100% recyclable and made from
a renewable resource

Source: https://www.smurfitkappa.com/
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CASE STUDY

Bajaj Iron - Fold Aide Box

By Zainab (Karachiwala) Engineer

Brief:
Bajaj Appliances is India’s No.1 small appliances brand. It offers a wide range of small
appliances, which includes kitchen appliances, coolers, irons and room heaters among
others.
Home Energy Efficiency is often called the low-hanging fruit for the fight against climate
change and Bajaj Appliances were working towards making it easier than ever to
achieve. With the launch of their new Majesty DX7 Iron saving energy was greatly simplified
through an auto energy saving feature to save 20% more energy.

Challenge:
In a market flooded with products eager to jump onto the “eco-friendly” bandwagon, how
could we make this product break through the clutter on the shelves?
We needed to strike a cord with the environmentally conscious consumer without being
preachy and cliché.
Outcome:
We designed a box that was not only made out of eco-friendly corrugated board but also
served as a reusable package.
This packaging unit is not merely a storage space for the iron. It provides the consumer an
added utility in the process of ironing, by opening up into a board, which assists in the
process of folding ironed clothes. Thus, making ironing and folding clothes a more enjoyable
and quicker task.

Source: https://www.behance.net/
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CASE STUDY

Bajaj Iron - Fold Aide Box

By Zainab (Karachiwala) Engineer

As part of the team of designers working on this project, my contribution
was in the following areas;
- Conceptualisation of the form and dimensions.
- Ensuring usability and workability, through mockups and prototyping.
- In charge of final production. (Selection of materials used, printing
techniques, quality checks, etc.)

Source: https://www.behance.net/
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COVID EFFECT

- by Tony Corbin

In the UK the issue of Covid-19 & food/food
packaging was recently raised when nearly
300 members of staff had tested positive for
the virus at The Greencore factory, in
Northampton. The company supplies
sandwiches to M&S but the products are not
believed to put the public at risk of contracting
the virus.

Packaging and Covid-19 was last week a topic of discussion on Good Morning Britain. Dr Sarah
Jarvis told viewers: “Theoretically, even if something is cooked, if the packaging is made up –
and we know that for instance in New Zealand they think that the latest outbreak they have
had may have come in on packaging rather than through people – yes, there is a risk.”
In China, it was reported that two cities had found traces of the coronavirus in imported frozen
chicken wings from Brazil and on outer packaging of frozen Ecuadorian shrimp.
However, the WHO believes the threat is negligible at worst. It’s head of emergencies
programme Mike Ryan, told a briefing in Geneva: “People should not fear food, or food
packaging or processing or delivery of food,”
“There is no evidence that food or the food chain is participating in transmission of this virus.
And people should feel comfortable and safe.”
WHO epidemiologist Maria Van Kerkhove said China had tested hundreds of thousands of
packages and “found very, very few, less than 10” proving positive for the virus.

Those who are still concerned might take the
advice of Professor Sally Bloomfield from
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine. She told the BBC that people can
either leave products for 72 hours before
using them or ‘spray and wipe plastic or glass
containers with bleach [diluted as directed on
the bottle]’
Source: https://www.packagingnews.co.uk
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Pin Adhesion Test (PAT)

Sam asks,
Do you have any formal reference of what the ideal pin adhesion test result should
be. For agro boxes (vegetables) we currently use values of 55 to 60 (pound/inch) and
in industrial 40 and higher.
We have a particular customer that has experienced some delamination failures. The
PAT test value is 27 (pound/inch) which we believe to be too low. However, we are
lacking established information to back up our opinion.

I could not agree with you more. I prefer a minimum, not average, of 45 for
industrial application. My technical associates at TAPPI like this 45 value while I
would rather have 55 on all corrugated bonds. It is most important to know
where the failure is occurring: linerboard, medium, or in the starch
itself. Under ideal conditions we want 100% liner failure. As you can see in
these photos a very low PAT value can have disastrous results. There is very
little liner pull and very little glue with a poor bond.
A good reference for the PAT is the most recent version of TAPPI document TM
821 (TM 821-0M 17 at this writing), Pin adhesion of corrugated board by
selective separation.
— Ralph
Source: https://askralph-aiccbox.org/
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GROWING MARKETS

Why the demand of Corrugated Boxes rising in 2020?

The corrugated
packaging market is
growing quickly, helped
by the surge of
e-commerce &
developments in digital
printing technologies.

E-commerce

sales are continuing to rocket due to the ongoing pandemic.
Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic induced the demand of online shopping and food
delivery to a staggering levels.
According to market reports, 2.1 billion shoppers are expected to purchase goods and
services online by 2021. This will have a strong impact on the sustainable packaging
demand, especially in the corrugated industry as it represents 80% of demand in ecommerce. The increasingly complex logistics chain for direct to consumer delivery – ecommerce packages are expected to be handled multiple times during standard distribution,
which will further boost the demand for cost-effective and recyclable secondary corrugated
board packaging.
In addition, e-commerce companies such as Amazon and Flipkart are shifting towards
recyclable packaging and are planning to go plastic-free in the near future.
Key reasons driving increased usage of corrugated boxes
1. There is pressure on mills and packaging companies by policy makers to adopt sustainable
measures and compliance standards. This is further driving companies to switch to paper
products and packaging.
2. Also, an increase in competition from plastic packaging, which is innovating at a
phenomenal rate; however, paper packaging will most likely replace polystyrene products in
the future with companies racing to innovate recycling options.
3. As corrugated boxes are mainly used for packing and shipping items over a distance they
are the best resource of packaging available today. Additionally they are 100%
biodegradable, 100% recyclable and effective solution for packaging.
4. A shift towards digital printing and personalised packaging if further boosting growth of
corrugated packaging.
It is time to capitalise on this growth and gain an edge over your competitors by giving
visibility to your products, solutions and technologies in a ‘Live Business Environment’.
Source: https://reg.xpoteck.com/
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This Michigan Couple Couldn’t Have
Friends & Family at Their Wedding.
So They Had Cardboard Cutouts
Instead
Dan Stuglik and Amy Simonson married on
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 in Pokagon, Mich. The
two were joined by more than 100 cardboard
cutouts of family and friends, at The Old Rugged
Cross Church in Pokagon. The COVID-19 pandemic
has forced the couple to change their original plan
of inviting 150 people to one where only a handful
will be present, but with the help and donation of
the cutouts by Menasha Packaging, the two will be
able to fill the pews.

Cardboard cutout wedding guests will make for a not-so-cookie-cutter wedding as a Michigan couple
prepares to tie the knot during the coronavirus pandemic.
After Amy Simonson and Dan Stuglik’s wedding plans were disrupted amid the outbreak, a packaging
company donated more than 100 cardboard cutouts to pose as stand-ins for the family and friends who
couldn’t attend the wedding this Saturday because of Michigan’s stay-at-home order.
Menasha Packaging Co. in Coloma made cutouts to resemble guests tall and short, young and old, with
long hair, short hair and ponytails. “(Stuglik) was just looking for a general person shape, but I was able to
make a little bit more realistic audience for them,” Ted Harris, customer service and design manager at
Menasha, told The Herald-Palladium. Stuglik, a Coloma Township police officer, said he’ll forever be
thankful to Menasha for helping him do something special for his fiancée.
“I wanted to do something (creative) so she wouldn’t walk down the aisle to an empty church,” he said.
“That was a painful part, that her wedding was being stripped away from her, but Menasha helped bring
a little back.”
Source: https://time.com/
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INDUSTRY NEWS
The company recently received two large orders with the same delivery timeframe, and
despite having a string of safety measures in place due to the Covid pandemic, it managed to
achieve a production level of 142,611 boxes in eight 8 hours, breaking and regaining the
world record for corrugated box production. B&B used an FFG 8.20 DISCOVERY flexo foldergluer, which Bobst said features high levels of automation, maintaining accuracy and quality
at high speed, with fully automated, high-quality folding. It is is designed to produce all types
of boxes from standard RSC up to full die-cut and high graphics B&B Triplewall has identified
high graphics as a key area of growth in the Indian market. It also claims to offer shorter setup times and fewer stoppages.
“The record means a lot to us,” said Manish Gupta, Chairman and Managing Director at B&B
Triplewall. “We actually held the record before but it was surpassed by another company, so
that gave us extra incentive. The whole team was extremely motivated to achieve this and I
am so proud of everyone for going the extra mile, particularly during such a challenging
time.”
Source: https://www.packagingnews.co.uk
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Recovered paper prices have been doubling due to slower generation of recovered fiber
materials and increased demand from paper mills worldwide, Recycling Today reports.
Prices for all grades of recovered paper have surged up in response to short supplies caused in
part by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Old corrugated containers (OCC) pricing was at all-time lows for most of 2019, averaging
around $25 per ton for the latter half of that year. The U.S. average price for OCC was at $24
per ton in the January buying period. Since January, OCC prices have jumped about 196
percent nationally, Fastmarkets RISI reports in an RCP Special Report Story it emailed to
subscribers April 16.
Other recovered fiber grades also have benefitted from stronger pricing. “The run-up on the
price in the last 48 hours has been unbelievable,” says a paper shredder based in the Upper
Midwest as of the second week of April, as quoted by Recyling Today.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Recovered paper
prices surged in
April

US containerboard
production up 10
percent in March
2020
According to the latest report from The American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA), total
containerboard production in March increased 10 percent compared to March 2019. It was up
eight percent when compared to the same three months of 2019.
March 2020 production of containerboard for export increased 39 percent compared to the
same month last year; it was up 44 percent year-to-date.
The containerboard operating rate was 93.3 percent, up 7.3 points from March 2019 and up 4.5
points year-to-date.
Mill inventories of containerboard at the end of March decreased 8,000 short tons from the
previous month, and were down 2,000 short tons compared to March 2019.
The American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) serves to advance a sustainable U.S. pulp,
paper, packaging, tissue and wood products manufacturing industry through fact-based public
policy and marketplace advocacy.
Source: https://www.pulpapernews.com/
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All at once – the situation of the Global Economy permuted completely as the
spreading of Corona Virus Disease 2019 – COVID19 became a massive
threat to the entire world. In India Janta Curfew was imposed on March 22, and
then on March 25, as the Government of India implemented a strict
lockdown for the phase of 21 days, acting prudently & swiftly. The life of the 136
crores people in the country has come to a complete standstill; the
government took a fearless decision allowing precedence of Human Life and
putting the economy at stake!

INDUSTRY NEWS

Covid-19: Approx. INR 10,000 Cr. loss to Indian Paper Industry,
Shortage of Recovered Paper in
Q1, Digital platform affected the consumption

The Packaging Industry will have the most frightful impact of COVID19. In such a painful
time, the biggest damage will be indicted by the debtors/receivables. The Packaging
Industry in India (including the Mono Cartons & Corrugated Boxes manufacturers)
approximately 38 % of the
packaging units in India are servicing to the Pharmaceutical Industry and among them, 21
% has been servicing to the essential medicines – which in all likelihood would be more
comfortable running the businesses and to address the Financial obligations. But the rest
of the Packaging Industry which services the FMCG, Garments, Food Packaging, Luxury
Goods – which do not form the part of essential commodities, all such units would majorly
be overstressed due to the financial obligations – salaries – the interest burden and indeed
the loss of sales. Even we compare the Packaging Units & Mills Producing Packaging Paper
in Europe & North America – the analysts predict the negative growth, which is inevitable.
The direct impact of this will be sure to the Paper Traders & to the Paper mills, which will
have a rough situation going forward in cooperating the Paper Trade. There is an estimated
revenue loss of approximate INR 4,000 Crores in the Packaging Industry servicing to the
nonessential commodities due to the lockdown to contain COVID19. However, succeeding
the lockdown, the booster for the Packaging Industry would be the E-Commerce & the
readymade Food Packaging deliveries that will bring the enthusiasm to the Industry
majorly as the work return to normalcy. If we take the USA – the E-Commerce giants like
Amazon & others have been delivering the goods during the lockdown, they are hiring new
people and undoubtedly, for India as well, this segment will have a major dependency on
the consumption from E-Commerce deliveries. Besides, going forward the Food Packaging
online deliveries will also generate the demand in the Packaging
Industry. The panic which, is been endured by the people in mass, will refrain them to visit
the restaurants unless they are assured about the hygiene maintained and that will surely
push the demand of the online food deliveries compared to the dining.
Excerpts from : The Pulp and Paper Times
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Sources: https://www.packagingoftheworld.com
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CROCKERY PACKAGING

https://www.behance.net/
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MEMBERS’
ACHIEVEMENTS

Jayana Packaging Pvt Ltd led by Mr. Haresh Mehta has innovated
RE-Desk :OFFICE AT HOME Cardboard Furniture: Desks, Chairs Racks, etc

VELVIN PAPER PRODUCTS , led by Mr. Vincent Mathias has done interior at a
shop in Goa with 90% Corrugated Board, Work from Home furniture,
designer table, stool, etc
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PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

TAKING CARE OF BEARINGS
Bearing Damage is the most frequent cause of machine
breakdown. Due to this, maintenance team has to be always on
toes for corrective maintenance.
Shock Pulse Monitoring referred to as SPM is proved to be
Efficient and Effective in early detection of bearing failure. Be it,
Lubrication film or Bearing Damage, it detects & helps in
optimizing bearing life thereby increased equipment reliability
& productivity.
SPM is a patented technique of predictive maintenance by measuring vibration & shock
pulses of bearing in motors & to identify their condition and operating life before the next
overhaul procedure. It was introduced in 1969 and is now a known Condition Monitoring
method for monitoring of machines like electric motors using roller bearing.
How does SPM Works?
Whether new or old, any bearing generates shocks
in the interface between the loaded roller element
and the race way. Initially these shocks
or vibrations are subtle and hardly felt till already
damage is done, but these are captured routinely by
the SPM machine which tells about the condition of
the bearings, the state of lubrication and the
maintenance interval required. This type of
monitoring and maintenance based on this
evaluation is called as Condition Monitoring System
or Condition Based Monitoring.
The shock pulses are measured by accelerometers
with filters. The accelerometers have piezoelectric
crystals so designed that they resonate at a
frequency of 36 KHz which corresponds to the
frequency of the pure shock pulses. This helps the
accelerometers to measure both shock pulse as well
as vibration making other vibration pens only
measuring vibration obsolete.
The amplitude of shock pulses measured by the
SPM meter is due to the following factors:
Rolling velocity which is a function of speed or
rotation and size of bearing.

The thickness of the oil film, which in turn depends on preload and the quantity of oil
supplied as well as the viscosity of the oil. The alignment of the system. That means
between the prime mover and the load.
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Other mechanical factors like roughness of the raceways, the stress and damages.
The shocks are received by the SPM transducer which then gives an output signal
proportional to the magnitude of the shock felt. The SPM meter measures the shock
pulses per second and then lowers its threshold so that two amplitude levels are
discovered, first the decibel carpet value of 200 shocks per second and secondly, the
maximum level of incoming shock under 2 seconds.
The decibel carpet value gives an indication of the condition of the lubrication and the
peak value gives the extent of bearing damage.
The peak value can be ascertained by increasing the threshold value till no signal is
received. In this equipment the noise generated due to the rolling velocity is negated by
entering the shaft diameter and RPM of the motor. This gives an accurate condition
assessment of the machine being monitored.

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

TAKING CARE OF BEARINGS

There are three condition zones namely Green for Good
Condition, Yellow for Caution and Red for Damaged
condition. The peak value measured by the operator gives
the status of the machine and the zone it belongs to.
Source: https://www.marineinsight.com/
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R & D CENTRE

Courses & Seminars
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